
Title: Direction Graph Drawing 
 

Objective: Write and follow Cardinal directions. 

Time: 30 minutes 

Materials Needed: Graph paper, journal 

 

Directions: 

1. Each student is given two pieces of graph paper. On both pieces, put an N at the top edge, E to the right, S on the bottom and W 

on the left side. (NE, SE, SW and NW can go in corners). Also put a star in same place on both graphs where the starting place of 

your path will be. The star should be in a corner intersection of any square. 

2. On one of the graphs, students begin their path at the star and draw a continuous line drawing, changing directions 10-15 times.                                                                                                         

3. Then on a clean paper, number each direction and explain how many squares and in which direction your line went. (1. Begin at 

the star and go 2 North, 2. Go 3 West, 3. Go 1 South, etc.) 

4. Partners exchange directions and empty graph paper with only the starting star on it. Following your partner’s written directions, 

draw the path on the second piece of graph paper. At the end, compare the two drawings to see if they match. If they differ, go 

back and figure out where in the directions someone needs to make a correction. 

5. If using intermediate directions, line segments should be drawn diagonally from one corner to opposite corner within a square. 

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Why/when is it important to know directions? Explain. 

2. Aside from using a compass, how have people navigated and/or communicated routes to others? Did any of these ways involve 

North, East, South and West? In what ways? 

3. Research and share information as to how Native Americans have historically navigated routes based on their surroundings. 

What directional tools and methods have they used aside from a compass? Have you used any of these tools/methods? 

 

 

 Interdisciplinary Lesson 
 Theme: Mapping 
 Topic: Directions 
 Suggested Grade Level: 3-5 
 Indoors or Outdoors: Either 

92 



Science and Engineering Practices: 
2. Developing and using models; 5. Using mathematics and computational thinking. 

Crosscutting Concepts: 
3. Scale, proportion, and quantity. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Earth and Space Sciences: ESS1: Earth’s Place in the universe. 

Engineering, Technology, and the Applications of Science: ETS1: Engineering design.    

 

Background Information: 
• Cardinal directions or cardinal points are North (N), East (E), South (S) and West (W) and Intermediate points are the points in 

between the four cardinal points, Northeast (NE), Southeast (SE), Southwest (SW) and Northwest (NW).  

• On a map, North is usually at the top, South at the bottom, East to the right and West to the left. (Never Eat Soggy Waffles). 

• Native Americans use patterns in stars and the presence of constellations at certain times of year and star movements during the 

night to help with directions. Moon and sun movement across sky are also used. Research for more examples. 

 

Additional Resources: 
• Up North and Down South: Using Map Directions by Doreen Gonzales 

• The Medicine Wheel and the Four Directions - https://www.nlm.nih.gov/nativevoices/exhibition/healing-ways/medicine-

ways/medicine-wheel.html  

• The Meaning of the Four Directions in Native American Culture – stjo.org/native-american-culture/native-american-beliefs/four-

directions 
 

Correlates with: 
Greeting - North, South, East or West, My Classroom Friends are the Best (p. 27) 

Activity - Never Eat Soggy Waffles (p. 57) 
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